
ABOUT ANNA
I am a former competitive

volleyball player, born and raised
in Silicon Valley. After a 

 successful career as a content
writer and editor, I went back to
school in 2016 to answer the call

of a more holistic career in
mental performance coaching

and teaching. I am deeply
passionate about helping others

believe in themselves, develop self-
awareness, and achieve their

performance goals along the way.

Mental training guides athletes in the development of
mental skills to help them achieve performance success
and enhance personal well-being.

INDIVIDUAL MENTAL PERFORMANCE COACHING
One-on-one sessions are 50 minutes long. They are a mix of me
listening to the athlete, teaching concepts and skills, guiding the
athlete to better understand herself and how her thoughts and
feelings may be impacting how she plays, helping the athlete
determine when and how to use the mental skills we've
discussed, making adjustments, etc. No one session is the same! 
More details and FAQs can be found on annahennings.com

ANNA
HENNINGS
Mental Performance Coach with an
M.A. in Sport Psychology

It includes the development of skills such as:

Focusing + re-focusing techniques
Effective communication strategies
Goal setting + reflection
Developing a growth mindset
Performance anxiety management
Pre- and post-game routines
Building + maintaining confidence
Productive self-talk

EDUCATION
B.S. Textiles + Clothing

UC Davis

M.A. Sport Psychology
John F. Kennedy University

...to put into action when, or if, an athlete:

gets stuck in her own head
cannot let go of a mistake
is too self-critical and getting in her own way
has to perform under pressure
is not communicating well with a coach or partner
has lost confidence in her ability to do something that used to
come naturally
is struggling with being a student-athlete

Schedule your appointments with Anna 
on the SandLegs MINDBODY page.

WHAT IS MENTAL PERFORMANCE COACHING?

CONTACT
annahenningsmpc@gmail.com

www.annahennings.com

c. (408) 504-6235

DM via the GroupMe app

Book a session with Anna
on the SandLegs MINDBODY page.


